
 

We are a highly skilled web agency specialized in the development, maintenance and 
improvement of Internet applications 

Our Verticals 

 
Our focus is on CMS, CRM, E-Commerce, E-Learning, K12, Publishing, Media, Social Networks, Digital 
Advertising, Social Marketing, Design, UI/UX, Scalability, Performance, Maintainability, DevOps and 
more. 

Technologies 

 
We work with PHP and JavaScript, we use frameworks and tools like Drupal, Wordpress, Symfony, 
Laravel, Magento, MySQL, PostgreSQL, Nginx, Apache, Varnish, Git, Docker, Vagrant and much much 
more. We work with agile methodologies such as Kanban and Scrum. 

We provide 

 
- System Design 
- UI/UX 
- Architectural Designs 
- Development 
- QA Manual and Automated 
- Production Support 

How can we help you 

 
- Providing development support for your current company areas 
- Doing external developments for your needs 
- IT Consultancy 
- Providing teams in a different timezone 

  



Success Cases 

 
● EA Monitoring wall: we built an Integrated Monitoring platform using Open Source tools 

Symfony and Graphite, we created a dashboard on top of them that graphs different metrics, 
detects tendencies and alerts the incumbent studios. This helped EA on their Network Operations 
Center in streamlining their operations saving them near a million dollars a year.  
 

 
 

● RRKIDZ: We leveraged a change in Apple's billing practices and built a billing and subscription 
platform using Drupal and Stripe, this saved them about 30% in App Store commissions, 
increasing their revenue. As a byproduct of the new Drupal platform, they started to move their 
iOS app to the Web with an HTML5 Application.  
 

 
 

  



● RRKIDZ EDU: We built a web Educational Platform with Drupal to provide content for Schools, 
Teachers and Kids in the US and Canada. The challenge was to integrate the content into their 
legacy platform with the new platform. In order to do it we created a middleware also using 
Drupal. 

 
 

● UNICEF Kid Power Program: We did a complete development of the backend for the Kid Power 
Application, this is an application for kids that using a activity tracking band tracks all the kid 
activity and depending on the activity he can contribute to release therapeutical food packages 
called RUTFs that are sent to countries in need such as Africa, Haiti, Burkina Faso, and others. 
We also work on all the websites to support their marketing campaigns. 
 

 
 



● HITN: For their Cleo and Cuquin Learn and Explore App, we have worked in a backend to 
register users, make purchases or redeem codes to unlock new game episodes and more 
adventures. We did a large work to accomplish COPA and ESRB regulations. 
 

 
 

● Men's and Fitness: Is a magazine about health and men appearance, they had a Drupal 6 site 
running and wanted to move to Drupal 7 in order to upgrade the site for security and scaling. We 
build the new site, migrated the content, moved the site to AWS and this site is currently handling 
near of 6000 concurrent users and with more than 5.000.000 of monthly visitors around the world. 
This volume of traffic was challenging to handle so we carefully crafted the architecture of the 
site, adding several layers of caching to improve the performance at a lower cost. 
 
 

 
  



 
● Radar Online: Gossip site for the Hollywood world, they had a new design for the current 

WordPress site. We worked in the migration of the old site to the new WordPress, worked in the 
theming and the Advertisement management platform.  
 

● FLEX: We worked in the migration of their Video Platform, they used AOL as a platform and we 
moved all the content from AOL to JWPlayer, this was a huge job, more than 100.000 videos 
were moved from one platform to the other and several places of the site where improved to use 
the new player. 
 

● EA Custom Reports: We reduced expenses in man hours and licenses cost by replacing their 
report application that did not fully comply with their information needs. We created a distributed 
system using Symfony to integrate more than 10 different sources and display accurate 
information on the availability of services. 
 

● Cencosud Shop: The largest shopping brand in Chile, we worked with other agencies creating a 
platform to manage their Shoppings contents, right now ten and counting, from a single admin 
site and doing replication of the content to the affiliated sites.  

 

Timezones 

 
We are available in GMT -3 (Resistencia Chaco, Argentina), and GMT -7 (Los Angeles, California). 

Contacts 

 
Agustin Casiva, Delivery Director 
 
Mail: agustin@42mate.com 
Mobile: +5493625280015 (Telegram and Whatsapp) 
Website: https://www.42mate.com 
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